Introducing Newline Workspace
The Future of Real-Time Collaboration

Collaboration will never be the same again. Newline Workspace is more than a whiteboard - it brings together video chat and document editing in real-time across multiple locations. Hosted in the cloud, Workspace connects your team together to take notes, make instant changes to your documents, and call each other for a face-to-face working experience, no matter where the rest of your team is.

**All the Tools of a Whiteboard**
Anything you can do on a whiteboard, you can do in Workspace. It includes all pen tools and the ability to add shapes, typed text, and even photos.

**Completely Cloud-Based**
Newline Workspace exists purely on the cloud, so remote team members can easily hop into the meeting and interact with everyone in real-time.

**Works with All Newline Displays**
Use the digital whiteboard solution on any newline panel. Just install Newline Workspace on your OPS or on your main computer that connects to the panel.

**Edit Your Documents in Real Time**
Import your Microsoft Office files and more right into Newline Workspace. Make changes right in your documents that will be reflected on every screen in the meeting.

**Video Chat with Your Team**
Work with your team face-to-face with Workspace’s video calling feature. Collaborate better together by hearing your team’s suggestions while taking notes.

**1-Year Free with the X Series**
Try Newline Workspace for free! 1-year of Workspace is automatically included on each X Series display purchased. Take it for a spin and see how it improves your team’s work.